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A model of the vocal-tract area function is described that consists of four tiers. The first tier is a
vowel substrate defined by a system of spatial eigenmodes and a neutral area function determined
from MRI-based vocal-tract data. The input parameters to the first tier are coefficient values that,
when multiplied by the appropriate eigenmode and added to the neutral area function, construct a
desired vowel. The second tier consists of a consonant shaping function defined along the length of
the vocal tract that can be used to modify the vowel substrate such that a constriction is formed.
Input parameters consist of the location, area, and range of the constriction. Location and area
roughly correspond to the standard phonetic specifications of place and degree of constriction,
whereas the range defines the amount of vocal-tract length over which the constriction will influence
the tract shape. The third tier allows length modifications for articulatory maneuvers such as lip
rounding/spreading and larynx lowering/raising. Finally, the fourth tier provides control of the level
of acoustic coupling of the vocal tract to the nasal tract. All parameters can be specified either as
static or time varying, which allows for multiple levels of coarticulation or coproduction. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1869752#

PACS numbers: 43.70.2h, 43.70.Bk, 43.71.Es@AL # Pages: 3231–3254
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I. INTRODUCTION

During speech production, coordinated movements
the tongue, jaw, lips, and to some degree the larynx, cont
ously alter the shape of the vocal tract~i.e., pharynx and ora
cavity!. Movement of the soft palate varies the acoustic c
pling of the vocal tract to the nasal passages, and also
slightly change the shape of the upper pharynx. Integra
actions of individual articulators facilitate the creation
time-varying acoustic resonances that transform the so
generated by vocal-fold vibration or turbulence, into t
stream of vowels and consonants that comprises speech.
cifically, it is the articulators’ collective effect on the varia
tion in cross-sectional area along the length of the vocal t
~i.e., thearea function! and coupling to the nasal tract, a
well as other possible sidebranch cavities, that is m
closely related to the pattern of acoustic characteristics
pressed in the speech waveform.

Hence, a simplified view of speech production may co
sist of a tubular system whose cross-sectional area varia
as a function of time, emulates that of a real vocal tract. T
view forms the basis of a certain class of speech produc
models that operate on a parametric representation of
vocal-tract area function, and allow for calculation of corr
sponding acoustic characteristics. Area function models c
trast with ‘‘articulatory’’ models in which the positions o
individual articulators or some form of vocal-tract shapi
components are represented in the midsagittal plane~e.g.,
Lindblom and Sundberg, 1971; Coker, 1976; Mermelste
1973; Maeda, 1990; Dang and Honda, 2004!. These are in-

a!A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 146th Meetin
the Acoustical Society of America.

b!Electronic mail: bstory@u.arizona.edu
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tuitively appealing because of the physiological correlat
between model parameters and human articulatory st
tures, and their ability to replicate observed articulato
movement. As a result, articulatory-type models are w
suited for investigating and establishing speech motor c
trol strategies. The relation of the articulatory parameters
the acoustic characteristics is, however, typically media
by an empirically based conversion of midsagittal cross
mensions to the area function. Hence, control of the deta
vocal-tract shape at the level of cross-sectional area is
direct than with an area function model. A possible except
is a recently developed model that utilizes midsagitta
based control parameters, but avoids the cross-dimen
transformation to area by generating vocal-tract shapes b
on three-dimensional data obtained from MRI~Badin et al.,
1998; Badinet al., 2002!.

Though admittedly an abstraction of articulatory reali
the area function is the representation that does provide
most direct theoretical connection between vocal-tract sh
and resulting acoustic characteristics. A parametric mode
the area function is useful for situations in which prec
control of the detailed structure of the vocal-tract shape
desired. For example, such a model may have application
studying source–tract interactions~Ishizaka and Flanagan
1972; Titze and Story, 1997!, investigating relations betwee
vocal-tract structure and acoustic characteristics that are
evant to phonetic categories~e.g., Fant, 1960; Stevens, 198!
and voice quality~Story, Titze, and Hoffman, 2001; Stor
and Titze, 2002; Story, 2004!, and understanding tract lengt
scaling effects~e.g., Nordstro¨m, 1977; Goldstein, 1980; Fitch
and Giedd, 1999!. In addition, an area function model can b
an essential component in synthesizing high-quality spe

of
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for presentation to listeners in perceptual tests when vo
tract variables are the quantities to be manipulated ra
than acoustic characteristics. There are also possible tec
logical applications of synthesis based on area functi
~Shadle and Damper, 2001; Sondhi, 2002!.

The most straightforward form of an area functio
model ~but perhaps the most inefficient! consists of a direct
specification of the cross-sectional areas extending from
glottis to the lips. The parameters in this case are simply
areas themselves. Variation over time requires interpola
from one complete area function~representing one phoneti
element! to another. In this approach, area data obtain
from imaging studies~e.g., Fant, 1960; Narayanan, Alwa
and Haker, 1995; Story, Titze, and Hoffman, 1996; Ba
et al., 1991! can be used directly, but the ability to crea
realistic time-varying vocal-tract shapes~i.e., area functions
that did not exist in the original data set! is limited.

Specification of the area function with a small set
physiologically relevant parameters forms the basis for m
parsimonious models. Examples are the well-known ‘‘thr
parameter’’ models~Fant, 1960; Stevens and House, 195!,
where the constriction locationXc ~distance from glottis or
lips to the constriction! and areaAc are specified along with
a ratio of the length of the lip opening to its area (l /A). The
areas corresponding to the tongue section are determine
a continuous mathematical function~e.g., parabola! con-
strained by the three parameters. To be more flexible in
variety of shapes that can be generated, these models
been modified in various ways. Atalet al. ~1978! extended
the number of parameters to five, whereas Lin~1990! incor-
porated separate continuous functions for the back and f
cavities.

Another type of area function model was proposed
Mrayati, Carre´, and Gue´rin ~1988!, where the parameter
were derived purely from acoustic considerations. The vo
tract was divided into separate~distinct! regions, each of
which has a sensitivity to formant frequency change tha
predictably related to an increase or decrease in cr
sectional area of a particular region. To control the first th
formant frequencies, the cross-sectional area of eight reg
of unequal length must be specified as parameters.
model is perhaps less interpretable than the previous one
terms of articulation, but is interesting in the sense that s
ficient control parameters could be derived in the absenc
articulatory knowledge.

An eventual goal of developing a parametric area fu
tion model is to accurately reproduce connected speech.
is, speech created by a vocal tract whose shape altern
between those of vowels and consonants or from one vo
to another. Whereas the models discussed previously
most relevant for vowel articulations~consonant characteris
tics are not specifically parametrized!, it is conceivable that
they could be modified or extended to create consonant-
vocal-tract shapes~Lin, 1990!, perhaps by allowing the mini
mum area to approach or become zero. Simulation of c
nected speech would then be carried out by interpolatin
sequence of parameter values over the time course o
utterance. A linear sequencing of vowel and conson
events, however, is limited in its representation of coarti
3232 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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lation in natural speech. For instance, a spectrographic s
of vowel–consonant–vowel~VCV! syllables led O¨ hman
~1966! to suggest that a consonant gesture~constriction! is
superimposed on an underlying vowel substrate. He c
cluded that ‘‘A VCV utterance of the kind studied here ca
accordingly, not be regarded as a linear sequence of t
successive gestures.’’ The implication is that speech proce
as a series of independently controlled vowel-to-vowel tr
sitions, interrupted by superposition of consonant pertur
tions ~Fujimura, 1992!. Öhman ~1967! subsequently pro-
posed a model that allowed for interpolation of th
midsagittal cross distance~width! of one vowel shape to an
other, over the time course of a syllable. Simultaneously
consonant constriction function was activated to a deg
that also varied over the same time course as the vowel c
ponent. At each successive point in time, the consona
function was superimposed on the modeled vowel subst
to produce a composite tract shape. This view contra
somewhat with that of Kozhevnikov and Chistovich~1965!,
who suggested that the consonant–vowel syllable~or Cn V,
wheren denotes multiple consonants! is the primary domain
over which coarticulation occurs. In other words, the voc
tract shape for a consonant or consonant cluster is sig
cantly influenced by the articulatory characteristics of t
following vowel, but less so due to the preceding vowel.
either case~and based on much research of coarticulat
processes!, it is apparent that the vocal-tract shape at a
point in time will be affected by the articulatory demands
adjacent vowels and consonants. Hence, an area func
model must be capable of representing and combining
influences of consecutive articulatory events.

Öhman’s~1966, 1967! paradigm has influenced variou
control strategies for articulatory and area function types
models. As discussed by Mattingly~1974!, Nakata and Mit-
suoka~1965!, and Ichikawa and Nakata~1968! implemented
the idea of superimposing a consonant on a vowel–vo
transition in a rule-based speech synthesizer. Simila
Båvegård ~1995! and Carre´ and Chennoukh~1995! have both
reported vocal-tract area function models where conson
constrictions are superimposed on an interpolation o
vowel-to-vowel transition. In addition, Browman and Gol
stein’s ~1990! development of ‘‘articulatory phonology’
seems also to be motivated, at least in part, by O¨ hman’s
work. In their view, speech is produced by a series of ov
lapping gestures created by activation of ‘‘tract variable
such as constriction location and degree of the tongue b
and tip.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a kinema
model of the vocal-tract area function that is loosely bas
on Öhman’s concept of a vowel substrate and superposi
of a consonantal perturbation. The structure of the mode
defined by four perturbation ‘‘tiers,’’1 ~see Fig. 1! that to-
gether generate a composite time-varying area function.
starting point is a ‘‘neutral’’ area function, defined as a voc
tract shape that produces nearly equally spaced formant
quencies. In tier I, deformation patterns extending from gl
tis to lips perturb the neutral area function into a spec
vowel-like shape, thus forming the vowel substrate. A sup
position function is generated in tier II that alters the sha
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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of the vowel area function in specific regions along t
vocal-tract length in order to produce consonantal const
tions. Perturbations of the vocal-tract length can be impo
by tier III, whereas a fourth tier incorporates control of t
coupling of the vocal tract to the nasal passages. The pa
eters within each tier can be time varying; hence, the a
function at any instant of time is represented as the com
nation of the vowel substrate, a superimposed consona
element, possible lengthening or shortening of various p
tions of the vocal-tract length, and nasalization. The mode
also intended to be flexible enough for easy interchange
components that are characteristic of different speakers.
is, the structure of the underlying vocal tract can be speci
independently of the model parameters.

The model is presented here to establish a framework
~1! future studies of the relation between vocal-tract sh
and acoustics for connected speech;~2! generating stimuli
for perceptual experiments based on manipulation of a
function parameters; and~3! eventually producing sentence
level synthetic speech. The specific aim of this paper is l
ited to a description of the parameters within each of the f
tiers and their functional relation to the underlying mod
Demonstrations of time-varying area functions and their c
responding acoustic characteristics are also included
verify the concept.

II. AREA FUNCTION MODEL

A schematic representation of the four-tier model
shown in Fig. 1 and descriptions of the components and
rameters are given in the Nomenclature. In the first colu
of the figure are structural components of the vocal tract u

FIG. 1. Diagram of the four-tier area function model. Tier I produces
vowel substrate and tier II generates a superposition function for a co
nant. Vocal-tract length changes are generated by tier III, and nasal cou
in tier IV. The ‘‘base structural components’’ are dependent only a spa
dimension, whereas the ‘‘final outputs’’ are dependent on both space
time.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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to build the foundation of the model. In tiers I and III, the
components depend only on the distance from the glottis
represented by the indexi, and are modified~by substitution!
only if a different speaker’s vocal-tract characteristics a
desired. The index variablei extends from 1 toNvt , where
the area function is assumed to containNvt cross-sectional
areas, concatenated as ‘‘tubelets’’ and ordered consecuti
from glottis to lips. Similarly, a length function will contain
Nvt sections representing the length of each tubelet in
area function. Other components of the model contributing
the area or length functions must also contain this same n
ber of sections. Throughout this paper, area functions
associated components containNvt544 sections.2 The mor-
phological representation of the nasal tract operates on a
ferent index systemj, in which the cross-sectional areas a
ordered from the point of vocal-tract coupling to the nare

The control parameters for each tier, shown in the s
ond column of Fig. 1, are used to transform the structu
elements~in column 1! into a vocal tract whose shape can
varied over time. Tiers I and II generate time-dependentarea
perturbations in the form of the vowel substrateV( i ,t) and
consonantal superposition functionsCk( i ,t). Together, they
produce the composite area function

A~ i ,t !5V~ i ,t !)
k51

Nc

Ck~ i ,t ! i 5@1,Nvt#, ~1!

whereNc is the number of consonantal functions. For ma
cases, only one consonantal function is needed to impose
appropriate constriction. Multiple functions are necessary
cases where simultaneous constrictions may occur. For
ample, during the production of a consonant cluster such
@2!#, there would be a period of time where both the tong
tip and lips are involved in the creation of two separate c
strictions. As will be shown in a later section, allCk’s have
exactly the same mathematical form, but the control para
eters allow for specification of different characteristics of t
constriction.

The third tier facilitateslengthperturbations at the glot
tal and lip ends of the vocal tract. The output is the tim
varying composite length functionL( i ,t), and containsNvt

elements representing the length of each tubelet in the
function at a specific instant of time. A cumulative leng
function X representing the actual distance from the glo
can be derived fromL as

X~ i ,t !5(
z51

i

L~z,t ! i 5@1,Nvt#. ~2!

Nasalization is controlled by the fourth tier. At thi
point, the only parameter is the time-dependent area of
nasal port. It is assigned to a separate tier~rather than em-
bedding it in tiers I or II! to allow acoustic coupling to the
nasal tract for either nasal consonant production or nasa
tion of vowels. Other parameters may be included in
future that more adequately account for the shape of
velopharynx, location of the coupling port, or other chang
that may occur during speech production. Additional ‘‘sid
branches,’’ such as the piriform sinuses and sublingual c
ties, also contribute to the overall acoustic character

o-
ng
l

nd
3233Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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speech. They are not, however, currently included in t
model.

An example area function is shown in Fig. 2. It is plott
in stair-step fashion to demonstrate the concatenation
tubelets along the vocal-tract length. Each tubelet ha
cross-sectional area as shown by its vertical extent on ty
axis, and a length as indicated for theNth tubelet on the right
side of the graph. Note that the indexi corresponds to the
tubelet number; for brevity, these numbers are shown o
above the first nine sections. Thex axis, however, is shown
as ‘‘distance from the glottis’’ in units of centimeters, whic
results from using Eq.~2! to generate the cumulative leng
function @i.e., A( i ) has been plotted againstX( i )]. True dis-
tance units can be assigned to thex axis of the area function
and associated perturbation functions, but many of the
ures in subsequent sections will simply usei as thex axis.
The nasal coupling location is indicated to be at appro
mately section 22, or 8.7 cm from the glottis.

It is noted that 14 time-varying control parameters a
specified in this model~see column 2 in Fig. 1 and the No
menclature!. Relative to some existing area function mode
this is a relatively large number of parameters for which
specify accurate time variations. As will be shown in sub
quent sections, however, the parameters do support a pr
description of the area function and allow a wide range
flexibility for specifying how the tract shape changes ov
time. The model has also been designed so that tiers II,
and IV can be effectively removed, if desired, by setting
parameters to constant values. To model, for exam
constant-length, non-nasalized, vowel–vowel transitio
mck

(t), Lm(t), Lg(t), andanp(t) could be set to zero and a

of the other parameters in their respective tiers would
come irrelevant, essentially reducing the model to the t
parameters in tier I. Similarly, any of tiers II, III, or IV could
be utilized independently of the others by providing app
priate parameter values. Eventually some parameters ma
found to covary and would not necessarily require a sepa
specified time variation. For instance, the constriction ra
r cj

(t) and skewing quotientscj
(t) are likely to be related to

the constriction locationl cj
(t); hence, three paramete

could perhaps be collapsed into one.

FIG. 2. Example of an area function. It is shown here as a successio
tubelets, denoted by the indexi, extending from just above the glottis to th
lips. Coupling to the nasal passages is indicated by the areaanp .
3234 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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A. Tier I: Vowel substrate

The first tier is based on previous work where a prin
pal components analysis was used to decompose a spe
specific collection of vowel area functions into a neutral tra
shape and a set of basis functions, referred to asmodes
~Story and Titze, 1998!. The modes perturb the neutral tra
shape according to the following equation:

V~ i ,t !5
p

4
@V~ i !1q1~ t !f1~ i !1q2~ t !f2~ i !#2

i 5@1,Nvt#, ~3!

where the sum of the terms in brackets represents a se
diameters extending from the glottis to the lips. The squar
operation and scaling factor ofp/4 converts the diameters t
areas.V( i ) is referred to as a neutral diameter function3 and
f1( i ) andf2( i ) are the modes. The time-dependent para
etersq1(t) andq2(t) are coefficient values that, when mu
tiplied by the corresponding mode and added to the neu
diameter function as in Eq.~3!, construct a desired vowe
The modes have been shown to capture aspects of vo
articulation that allow the model to produce vocal-tra
shapes whose acoustic characteristics span a typicalF1 –F2
vowel space~Story and Titze, 1998!. Note that whenq1

5q250, the area function specified as (p/4)V2(x) is ex-
pected to produce nearly equally spaced formant frequenc
hence the name ‘‘neutral.’’

This form of the vowel substrate was developed with t
assumption thatV( i ), f1( i ), and f2( i ) could be derived
from an adequate inventory ofanyspeaker’s vocal-tract are
functions. Thus, different speakers’ vocal tracts could
modeled by simply interchanging these components. Prel
nary data supportive of this assumption were presente
Story ~2002!, but future analyses of additional MRI-base
area function data will need to be performed for verificati
of the concept, and to provide vowel substrate compone
for other speakers. The remainder of this paper will utili
the V( i ), f1( i ), and f2( i ) based on MRI-obtained are
functions for a single male speaker~Storyet al., 1996!. They
are given in numerical form in Appendix A.

B. Tier II: Consonant perturbation function

The purpose of the second tier is to generate pertu
tion functions Ck( i ,t) that, when multiplied element-by
element withV( i ,t), superimpose consonant constrictions
the vowel substrate. The parameters in this tier are the lo
tion, area, range, and skewness of the constriction. Loca
and area roughly correspond to the standard phonetic sp
fications of place and degree of constriction, whereas
range defines the amount of vocal-tract length over which
constriction will influence the tract shape. The skewness
rameter allows for constriction asymmetry along the tr
length dimension. An additional parameter is the constrict
‘‘magnitude,’’ which is the means by which the constrictio
is activated or deactivated. Whereas multiple consonant
perposition functionsCk( i ,t) can be generated@see Fig. 1
and Eq. ~1!#, they are mathematically identical and the

of
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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implementation requires only separate specification of
parameters. Hence, only a single constriction will be
dressed in the following formulation.

The perturbation has been implemented mathematic
with a Gaussian function of the basic form

C~ i !512e2 ln~16!@~ i 2 l c!/r c#2
, ~4!

wherel c is the constriction location. The parameterr c is the
range, and is defined to be the distance between points a
the vocal-tract length where the consonant functionC( i ) is
equal to 0.5. This is assured by use of the constant ln~16!. In
this particular formulation, the parameters must be speci
in terms of the indexi; however,i could be substituted with
X( i ) @Eq. ~2!# so they could be specified in actual units
distance. The function will have a value of zero at the po
wherei 5 l c , and will asymptotically approach 1.0 on eith
side of this point. An example is shown in Fig. 3 for the ca
of l c524 andr c58. C( i ) is equal to 1 fori 5@1,12#, after
which it decreases continuously and becomes zero ati 524
~i.e., i 5 l c). At locations i .24, C( i ) gradually increases
back to a value of 1. Note thatC( i )50.5 at bothi 520 and
i 528, due to the range setting ofr c58.

The Gaussian formulation is straightforward to imp
ment and control because it asymptotically returns to
desired value of 1.0 away from the constriction locatio
Other functions, such as a cosine, can also be used to c
the constriction. These, however, require a piecewise con
enation of linear segments with the cosine to complete
function along the entire length of the tract. Also, care m
be taken to ensure that a cosine function behaves prop
when the constriction location is near the glottal or lip en
As partial verification, it will be shown in a later section th
a Gaussian-based function, superimposed with the vo
substrate, can reasonably approximate consonant area
tions obtained directly from imaging experiments.

To accommodate additional parameters for controll
the shape and timing of the constriction, Eq.~4! can be modi-
fied to take the form

FIG. 3. Example consonantal superposition functionC( i ) corresponding to
Eq. ~4!. In this casel c524 andr c58.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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C~ i ,t !

5H 12mc~ t !dc~ t !e2 ln~16!~@ i 2 l c~ t !#/@r cb~ t !# !2
for i , l c~ t !

12mc~ t !dc~ t !e2 ln~16!~@ i 2 l c~ t !#/@r c f~ t !# !2
for i . l c~ t !.

~5!

In this equation,dc(t) is considered to be the ‘‘degree’’ o
the constriction, and is determined by the ratio of the desi
cross-sectional areaac(t) at the point of maximal constric
tion, to the area of the vowel substrate at the locationl c(t) at
some specific instant of time. It is calculated by

dc~ t !512
ac~ t !

V~ l c~ t !,t !
. ~6!

Whenac(t) is equal to zero,dc(t) will be 1, as was the case
implicitly in Eq. ~4!. But, ac(t) can also be assigned a valu
greater than zero to allow for a constriction that does
occlude the vocal tract, as would be necessary for produc
of fricative and affricate consonants.4 The parametersr cb

(t)
and r cf

(t) in Eq. ~5! are determined from the previousl
defined ranger c(t), and a skewing quotientsc(t)

r cf
~ t !5

sc~ t !r c~ t !

11sc~ t !
, ~7!

r cb
~ t !5

r c~ t !

11sc~ t !
. ~8!

When sc(t)51, the total range is distributed equally up
stream and downstream of the constriction location, crea
a symmetric superposition function. A skewing quotient th
is less than or greater than 1 will distribute the specifi
constriction range asymmetrically aroundl c(t), which may
be needed to adequately represent some consonant sh
Shown in Fig. 4 are two examples ofC( i ) that were gener-
ated with different skewing quotients. In both cases, the c
striction location isl c524 and the range was set tor c58.
The first case@Fig. 4~a!# is for a skewing quotient ofsc

50.3, where a larger portion of the range is distributed to
downstream side~toward the lip end! of the constriction lo-
cation. In the second case@Fig. 4~b!#, sc53, and the distri-
bution of the range is reversed; a larger portion of the ra
is to the upstream side of the constriction location.

The parametermc(t) in Eq. ~5! is the ‘‘magnitude’’ of
the consonant and serves primarily as a timing function
activate and deactivate the consonantal perturbation. I
sense it can be considered a switch, albeit continuous,
allows the constriction to be formed, more or less, depend
on its value at a specific point in time. Ifmc(t)50, the con-
sonant perturbation is effectively removed becauseC( i ,t)
will have a value of 1 over the entire length of the voc
tract, regardless of the other parameter values. In cont
when mc(t)51 the cross-sectional area of the constricti
specified byac(t) is fully realized in the area function. To
simulate connected speech at the syllable or word le
mc(t) would need to continuously vary between zero and
to impose and remove consonants at the appropriate ins
of time. If mc(t) is constrained to a maximum value of 1
however, the constriction area will only be realized ov
3235Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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a single section along the tract length~i.e., the area of tubele
that is closest tol c will be zero!. For many constriction ar-
ticulations, an occlusion created by the tongue and lips m
consume a larger portion of the tract length than a sin
tubelet section. Thus,mc(t) is allowed to exceed 1.0 to forc
the cross-sectional areas of several consecutive tubelets
zero, if necessary. With the condition

C~ i ,t !5max@C~ i ,t !,0#, ~9!

the constriction may be ‘‘spread’’ over a greater portion
the vocal-tract length.

An example combination of a single constriction pertu
bation and vowel substrate is shown in Fig. 5 for a static c
~not time dependent!. The vowel has been set to the neut
shapeV( i )5(p/4)V2( i ), and the consonant parameters a
l c524, ac50 cm2, r c58, sc50.5, andmc51.1, where the
location and range are specified in terms of the indexi. The
figure contains three plots: the vowel is at the top, the c
sonant perturbation is in the middle, and the composite a
functionA( i )5V( i )C( i ) is at the bottom. It is observed tha
A( i ) retains the shape of the vowel, except in those sect
where the consonant function is less than 1. In these sec
the characteristics of both the vowel and the consonant
turbation are expressed in the final output. Note that set
mc51.1 causes the area to be zero over approximately
sections, effectively spreading the constriction.

FIG. 4. Demonstration of consonantal superposition functions with as
metries as specified by the skewing quotientsc . Both functions were gen-
erated with Eq.~5!, wherel c524, ac50, r c58, andmc51. ~a! Superposi-
tion function forsc50.3. ~b! Superposition function forsc53.0.
3236 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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C. Tier III. Length perturbation function

Length modifications are generated in tier III with tw
superposition functions, similar to those for the conson
constrictions. They are superimposed on a length vector
are designed to either increase or decrease the lengt
specified portions of the vocal tract.

A nominal or base length vector~length of each tubele
in the area function! consists ofNvt equalelements

L~ i !5D for i 5@1,Nvt#, ~10!

whereD5the tubelet length.5

The first function, a( i ,t), is intended to produce a
length modification near the glottal end of the vocal tra
roughly corresponding to a lowering or raising of the laryn
The function is written as

a~ i ,t !511
pg~ t !e2K~@ i 2 l g~ t !/@2r g~ t !# !2

D( i 51
Nvt e2K~@ i 2 l g~ t !#/@2r g~ t !# !2 i 5@1,Nvt#,

~11!

where pg(t) is the amount of larynx lowering (pg,0) or
raising (pg.0). The denominator in the second term of t
equation is a scaling factor that allowspg(t) to be specified
in actual units of distance~e.g., centimeters!. The parameter
l g(t) is the location within the length vector where the leng
change is centered and maximal. Itmustbe specified in terms
of the indexi, much like the constriction location in Eq.~5!.
The parameterr g(t) is the number of elements within th
length vector over which the length change is distribut
The constantK is set to a value of 2 ln (10 000) to ensu
that the length change affects only the number of eleme
specified byr g(t). A length perturbation function near the li
end of the vocal tract is needed to represent retraction
protrusion of the lips. Mathematically, this is performed wi
a function identical to that at the glottal end, except the
rameter subscripts are changed. Thus

-

FIG. 5. Combination of the output from tier I and tier II for the case wh
q15q250, l c524,ac50, r c58, sc50.5, andmc51.1. The top panel shows
V( i ), the middle panel isC( i ), and the bottom panel shows the elemen
by-element productA( i )5V( i )C( i ).
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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b~ i ,t !511
pm~ t !e2K~@ i 2 l m~ t !#/@2r m~ t !# !2

D( i 51
Nvt e2K~@ i 2 l m~ t !#/@2r m~ t !# !2 i 5@1,Nvt#,

~12!

wherepm(t) is the amount of lip retraction (pm,0) or pro-
trusion (pm.0) specified in units of distance,l m(t) is the
location where the length change is centered,r m(t) is the
extent over which the length change is distributed, andK
52 ln(10 000). Typically, the settings forl g andl m are 1 and
Nvt , respectively, so that the maximal length change occ
at the extreme ends of the vocal tract. Equations~11! and
~12! are general enough, however, thatl g andl m can be set to
any location along the vocal tract. The perturbed length fu
tion is calculated as the product

L~ i ,t !5L~ i !a~ i ,t !b~ i ,t !, ~13!

resulting in a new length vector withNvt elements, repre-
senting modified tubelet lengths.

As a demonstration, length changes ofpg521 cm at
the glottal end, andpm512.0 cm at the lip end, were gen
erated with the length perturbation functions. The locatio
of maximal length change werel g51 and l m544, while
both r g and r m were set equal to 8. The product o
a( i ,t)b( i ,t) alone is shown in Fig. 6~a!, where it is less than
1 at the glottal end for the decrease in length, equal to 1 fr
i 59 to i 535 for no length change, and greater than 1 n
the lips to increase the length. The composite length func
L( i ,t) is plotted in Fig. 6~b!. It has an identical shape to tha
in Fig. 6~a!, but the amplitude has been scaled by the no
nal length vector. Thus, the plot shows the tubelet length
every element of the length function. The effect of the mo
fied length vector on an area function is shown in Fig. 6~c!.
It is plotted in stair-step form as a function of distance m
sured from themiddle of vocal-tract length, so that the in
crease or decrease in tubelet length can be easily obse
The lip protrusion can be seen at the right side of the p
where the length of the lip end of the vocal tract has be
increased by 2 cm. The contributions to this overall chan
come from the gradual length increases of tubelets 36 to
where the maximum change is at tubelet 44. The len
change at the glottal end can be seen at the left side of
6~c!, where the lengths of tubelets 1 to 8 have been shorte
to create the 1 cm reduction in length.

D. Tier IV: Nasalization

As shown previously in Fig. 1, the cross-sectional a
of the nasal port is the sole parameter in tier IV. In th
simple implementation, it is assumed that the area func
of the nasal tract is essentially static~unchanging! during
speech production except for the nasal port areaanp(t).
Other than the first section, the basic cross-sectional
morphology of the nasal tract contained in base funct
N( j ) ~e.g., Dang and Honda, 1994; Story, 1995! will essen-
tially pass unchanged through tier IV to the final output
An( j ,t). The first section,An(1,t), is set equal to the cou
pling areaanp(t) and will be zero, except during productio
of nasal consonants and nasalized vowels. Although bey
the scope of the present study, cross-sectional area cha
in the velopharynx and main vocal tract when the nasal p
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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is open could be more accurately represented by includ
additional parameters~e.g., Maeda, 1982!. Volumetric imag-
ing studies of nasal consonants and nasalized vowels w
be an ideal method for providing data to establish the app
priate parametric representation.

III. STATIC CONSONANTS

A. Stops, nasals, and fricatives

Consonant area functions measured with MRI were
ported by Storyet al. ~1996! for the same speaker on whic
the ‘‘modes’’ in Appendix A are based. In addition, four fr
cative area functions were collected at the same time,
have not been previously published. They are given in
merical form in Appendix B. All were ‘‘static’’ consonan
shapes because the image acquisition methods require
speaker to maintain a particular vocal-tract configuration
approximately 10 seconds, and repeat it numerous times.
age sets for consonants with an occlusion of the vocal t
were necessarily acquired in their voiceless form, but it

FIG. 6. Example of vocal-tract length change produced by tier III, based
Eqs. ~11!, ~12!, and ~13!. Parameterpg , representing length change at th
glottal end, was21 cm, andpm , representing length change at the lip en
was12 cm. The range at both ends (r g andr m) was set to be 8 sections.~a!
Product ofa( i ,t)b( i ,t); ~b! length functionL( i ,t); ~c! effect of modified
length vector on an area function. Thex axis is shown as distance from th
center of the vocal-tract length so that length changes at both ends o
vocal tract can be easily observed.
3237Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 7. Comparison of measured are
functions~dashed lines! for six conso-
nants with those generated by the ar
function model~solid lines!. In each
plot, a correlation coefficient and the
rms error is shown at the upper right
hand corner, providing an indication o
the fit between measured and modele
area functions. The model paramete
for each consonant are given in Tab
I. For the three nasal consonants, th
coupling point between the vocal trac
and nasal passages is indicated with
vertical line. Each measured area fun
tion shown in this figure has been
smoothed prior to fitting the model pa
rameters.
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assumed that these tract shapes could be used to guid
synthesis of either a voiced or voiceless consonant. In
attempt to create a neutral vowel context, the speaker
also asked to produce each consonant as if it were prec
and followed by a schwa@.#. Under these conditions, th
resulting area functions do not provide information abo
coarticulation, but they do specify the constriction locati
and spatial variations for a variety of consonants. Throu
out this section, the measured consonant area functions
used to test the ability of the model described in Sec. II
generate area functions suitable for consonant produc
Because the area functions are static, the time dependen
the parameters will be eliminated for the following explan
tion.

Model parameters for each consonant were first adju
with an optimization algorithm until a ‘‘best fit’’ was deter
3238 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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mined by minimizing the squared difference between
area functions generated by the model and obtained f
measurement. Additional manual tuning was needed to
sure that the portion of the area function dominated by
constriction was fit closely. Comparisons of the original me
sured and modeled area functions are shown in Figs. 7 an
From observation, the fit of the model to the measured c
sonants appears to be reasonably good, at least in the re
of the constrictions. The gross shape in the portions of
area function away from the constrictions also appears w
represented in most cases, although there are some larg
cal deviations. For@&# and @)#, the model captures the ap
propriate shape variation along the tract length, but the ac
areas were considerably different.

To provide an assessment of the similarity of the a
function shape produced by the model parameters relativ
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 8. Comparison of measured are
functions~dashed lines! for four frica-
tive consonants with those generate
by the area function model~solid
lines!. Again, in each plot, a correla-
tion coefficient and the rms error is
shown at the upper right-hand corne
providing an indication of the fit be-
tween measured and modeled ar
functions. The model parameters fo
these consonants are also given
Table I and each measured area fun
tion shown in this figure has been
smoothed prior to fitting the model pa
rameters.
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the original measurements, a correlation coefficient~R! was
calculated for each pair of measured and modeled area f
tions. The calculation was performed by dividing the cova
ance of a given pair of area functions by the product of th
standard deviations~e.g., Taylor, 1982!. As an indication of
the absolute differences in cross-sectional area between
measured and modeled pair of area functions, an rms e
was also calculated. The correlation coefficients and rms
ues are shown at the upper-right side of each plot in Fig
and 8. For seven of the ten consonantsR.0.9, indicating
that the overall shapes of the model-generated area func
were well correlated with the measured versions. The o
three consonants generated with the model are some
less correlated withR50.88, 0.79, 0.83, for@!#, @&#, and@)#,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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respectively. The maximum rms error was 1.14 cm2 for @&#,
and the minimum was 0.24 cm2 for @%#. The rms error was
generally lowest for the consonants with high correlation
efficients. The exception was@G#, for which R50.95 and the
rms error was 1.02 cm2.

Parameter values for each consonant resulting from
optimization process are given in Table I. These data
arranged in three groups consisting of stops, nasals, and
catives. Within each group they are ordered in terms of th
location within the vocal tract. The consonants with a co
plete occlusion of the vocal tract~@!,#,%,&,',G#! all required
the magnitude settingmc to be greater than 1. This is t
account for the extended region within these area functi
where the constriction areaac is zero. In addition to the
TABLE I. Model parameter values for consonantal area functions.

Consonant q1 q2

l c

~i!
ac

~cm2!
r c

~i! sc mc

anp

~cm2!

! 21.5 0.5 44 0.0 4 1 1.1 0
# 21.5 2.0 39 0.0 6 1.1 1.3 0
% 0.0 0.0 30 0.0 10 1.5 1.2 0

& 0.0 23.0 44 0.0 4 1 1.1 1.04
' 20.5 0.4 38 0.0 11 3 1.3 1.09
G 3.0 21.0 31 0.0 8 1.5 2.0 1.26

) 23.0 22.0 43 0.1 4 1.0 1.0 0
Y 1.0 2.0 42 0.05 9 0.3 1.0 0
2 0.5 3.5 41 0.05 9 0.6 1.0 0
b 24.0 3.5 36 0.05 11 0.4 1.0 0
3239Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 9. Area functions for@É# and@(#.
Shown in the upper two plots are com
parisons of measured area function
~from Story et al., 1996! ~dashed
lines! to those generated with the are
function model ~solid lines!. In the
bottom two plots are model-based are
functions that generate acoustic cha
acteristics in line with reported values
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constriction, the nasals also required the nasal couplinganp

to be greater than zero. However,anp was not included in the
optimization process and the values for it shown in Tabl
were taken directly from Storyet al. ~1996!. For the four
fricatives,mc was equal to 1, and the constriction area w
set slightly greater than zero to allow for a narrow orifi
connecting the back and front cavities. In general, the ra
of the constrictionsr c increased as the location was mov
from the lips toward the glottis. The exception is in the na
series where the range of 11 sections for@'# exceeds the 8
sections for@G#. Skewing quotients (sc) were determined to
be 1.0 for the consonants with constriction locations at
near the lips~i.e., @!,&,)#!. For the stops and nasals wit
constriction locations farther back in the vocal tra
~@#,%,',G#!, the skewing quotient needed to be greater than
In the fricative series the reverse occurred;sc was less than 1
for all locations posterior to the lips.
3240 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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If the measured area functions could have been de
mined from image sets collected during the actual produc
of a VCV instead of a static posture,q1 andq2 should, pre-
sumably, have been equal to zero since the speaker
asked to produce each consonant as if it were preceded
followed by a schwa @.# @roughly equivalent to
(p/4)V2(x)]. As shown in Table I, however,q1 andq2 were
set to values different than zero for most of the consona
only @%# had q15q250. It must concluded that either th
speaker did not accurately produce the consonant config
tion within an @.C.# utterance, or these are the sha
changes that need to be imposed on an@.# to accommodate a
particular constriction. Nonetheless, the important resul
that the consonant perturbation model can generate
functions that are reasonably well matched to those m
sured from volumetric imaging.
he
loser to
TABLE II. Model parameter values for@É# and@(# area functions. The ‘‘a’’ versions represent the best fit to t
measured area functions, where the ‘‘b’’ parameters produce area functions with formant frequencies c
reported values.

Consonant q1 q2

@ l c1 ,l c2#
~i!

@ac1 ,ac2#
~cm2!

@r c1 ,r c2#
~i! @sc1 ,sc2# @mc1 ,mc2#

Éa 0.0 2.0 @12, 35# @1.0, 0.6# @4, 4# @1, 1# @1, 1#
(a 3.0 0.0 @12, 40# @3.5, 1.0# @4, 4# @1, 1# @1, 1#

Éb 0.0 21.0 @12, 32# @0.4, 0.1# @4, 6# @1, 1# @1, 1#
(b 2.0 22.0 @12, 40# @3.0, 0.1# @4, 4# @1, 1# @1, 1#
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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B. Liquids

In addition to the ten consonants discussed previou
Storyet al. ~1996! also reported area functions for static pr
ductions of@É# and @(# ~for @(#, the cross-sectional areas
the two lateral pathways were summed and incorporated
the area function!. These were similarly fit with the are
function model, but each required two consonant superp
tion functions to produce an adequate representation of
original. The two upper plots of Fig. 9 show comparisons
the original measured and modeled area functions; the co
sponding parameter values are given in the upper par
Table II. For both@É# and @(#, the first consonantal function
was centered at element 12 and set to areas of 1.0 and
cm2, respectively.~The sizes of these cross-sectional are
are large enough that they could be considered conson
‘‘settings’’ rather than constrictions.! The second constriction
for the @É# was centered at element 35 and set to an are
0.6 cm2; for @(# a similar constriction was imposed at eleme
40 with area equal to 1 cm2. The combination of the two
constrictions and the settings of the two vowel substrate
rameters given in Table II generates area functions for b
consonants that are reasonably close to the originals, as
termined both by visual comparison and calculated corr
tion coefficients of 0.89 for@É# and 0.86 for@(#. The calcu-
lated rms error values are also similar to those determined
the previous consonants.

As noted in Storyet al. ~1996!, the measured area func
tions for @É# and @(# produced formant frequency pattern
that were not closely representative of those determined f
recorded speech. This was primarily due to constrict
cross-sectional areas that were too large. Two additional
functions were generated with the area function model
better represent the appropriate acoustic characteristics
these consonants. The parameters are given in the lower
of Table II and the area functions are shown in the bott
two plots of Fig. 9. Specifically, the shift of the second co
striction location for@É# to element 32, the change in cros
sectional areas ofac1 andac2 , and overall reshaping of th
area function with different vowel substrate parameters lo
ers the third formant (F3) from 2.3 kHz for the original to
approximately 1.75 kHz, which is more in line with reporte
values ~Peterson and Barney, 1952; Lee, Potamianos,
Narayanan, 1999; Espy-Wilson, 1992!. The primary modifi-
cation for @(# was a decrease in the second constriction a
as well as a change in the vowel substrate parameters. T
changes combine to increase the third formant freque
from 2.7 kHz for the original area function to about 3 kH
also similar to reported values~Espy-Wilson, 1992!.

It is noted that the area function model ignores the pr
ence and possible effects of lateral pathways for the@(# and
sublingual cavities for both@(# and @É# ~Espy-Wilson, 1992;
Espy-Wilson et al., 2000; Alwan, Narayanan, and Hake
1997; Narayanan, Alwan, and Haker, 1997!. For more accu-
rate representations, the model may eventually need to
augmented with parameters and associated structural co
nents that more closely replicate these differences. In a
tion, the attempt in this section has been to use the meas
area functions as a starting point for the many possible v
ants of@(# and @[# ~Alwan and Haker, 1997; Narayanan an
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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Haker, 1997!. This would require a variety of possible se
tings of the constriction parameters.

The measured area functions used in this section re
sent only limited instances of consonant production, but th
do provide reasonable test cases for assessing the capa
of the area function model. The tests demonstrate that
model does have the flexibility to generate realistic a
functions within the consonant superposition paradigm a
provides parameter values that can be used as a starting
for simulation of consonants.

IV. TIME-VARYING AREA FUNCTIONS

Throughout the description of the area function mode
Sec. II, the parameters were shown as time-dependent
ables. In this section, a series of time-varying area functi
was generated that simulates possible vowel–vowel~VV !
and vowel–consonant-vowel~VCV! utterances. For each
case, the duration of the utterance was 0.5 s and vocal-
area variations were accomplished by allowing three par
eters to vary with time: two mode coefficients,q1 and q2 ,
that create the vowel substrate, and the consonantal ma
tude mc . Other parameters such as the area, location,

FIG. 10. Mapping between mode coefficients (q1 andq2) in ~a! and formant
frequencies (F1 andF2) in ~b!. The curved white lines in the upper plot ar
the coefficient variations that would produce the corresponding linear
mant trajectories for@(Ç# and@ÄÉ# in the lower plot. The white dot located a
q15q250 in the coefficient plot corresponds to the white dot in theF1 –F2
plot.
3241Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 11. Area function simulations for
two VV transitions. Eachcolumn of
plots shows, in descending order, th
time variation of mode coefficients
q1(t) andq2(t) and consonant magni-
tudemc(t) @~a! and ~b!#, time-varying
area functions@~c! and ~d!#, and time-
varying formant frequencies@~e! and
~f!#. In the left column the transition is
approximately@(Ç#, and on the right,
@ÄÉ#.
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range of the constriction were changed for each case
were held constant over the duration of the simulated ut
ance. Additional cases are presented that utilize more pa
eters to simulate a two-consonant cluster~VCCV!, vocal-
tract length change during a VV transition, and a VCV w
a nasal consonant.

A coefficient-to-formant mapping~Story and Titze,
1998, 2002! was used to determine the time variations of t
tier I parameters,q1(t) and q2(t), that would approximate
the VV transitions@(Ç# and @ÄÉ#. The mapping is shown in
Fig. 10. In the upper panel@Fig. 10~a!# is a set of 6400 pairs
of q1 and q2 coefficients, bounded by the maximum an
minimum values given in Table IV. The point whereq1 and
q2 are both equal to zero is indicated with the white dot. T
two curves are coefficient trajectories that, when samp
with an appropriate time step (DT50.0125 for the presen
examples!, can produce time-varying area functions for@(Ç#
or @ÄÉ#, respectively. The mesh in Fig. 10~b! is comprised of
first and second formant frequencies corresponding to
area functions produced with the coefficient pairs in the
per panel mesh. The straight lines in this figure areF1 –F2
formant trajectories that correspond to theq1–q2 coefficient
3242 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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curves for@(Ç# and @ÄÉ# in Fig. 10~a!. TheF1 –F2 trajecto-
ries were deliberately chosen to be linear VV transitio
however, anyF1 –F2 trajectory measured from natural, re
corded speech could be mapped to correspondingq1–q2 co-
efficient curves, as long as the formant trajectory rema
with the boundaries of theF1 –F2 space~black mesh!
~Story and Titze, 2002!. The coefficientsq1(t) andq2(t) for
each vowel transition are shown as functions of time in Fi
11~a! and ~b!.

The time variation for the consonantal parameters w
generated by a fifth-order polynomial function that produc
a ‘‘minimum jerk’’ movement ~Hogan, 1982!. Other func-
tions such as cosine, damped second-order system, or m
mum energy~e.g., Nelson, 1983! could also be used. A mini-
mum jerk transition from one position to another can
specified mathematically as

u~ t !5uo1~uf2uo!S 10S t

TD 3

215S t

TD 4

16S t

TD 5D for 0<t<T, ~14!
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 12. Area function simulation for
two VCVs. In the left column the
VCV is approximately@(!Ç#, and on
the right,@Ä!É#. Shown in descending
order are the time variations of mod
coefficientsq1(t) and q2(t) and con-
sonant magnitudemc(t) @~a! and ~b!#.
Next are the time-varying area func
tions @~c! and ~d!#, where the constant
consonantal parameters are shown
the top of the plot, and the point o
maximum constriction is indicated
with the arrow. Finally, the time-
varying formant frequencies are
shown at the bottom of the figure@~e!
and ~f!#.
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whereuo and uf are the initial and final positions, respe
tively, andT is the duration of the movement. Thus, any
the time-varying parameters of the area function model co
replace the general variableu, and Eq.~14! would determine
its time course of change from one specified value to anot
This method of specifying the time variation of parameters
perhaps overly simplistic, but at this point serves the purp
of demonstrating some of the capabilities of the model.

A. VV simulations

The first case is shown in Fig. 11~a!, whereq1(t) and
q2(t) initially specify an approximation of the vowel@(# and
change over time to values representative of the vowel@Ç#.
Also shown ismc(t), which is zero across the entire utte
ance. This means that the consonant tier~tier II! is effectively
shut off, and the result is a VV transition. The variation
the area function over time is presented as a thr
dimensional plot in Fig. 11~c!, where the transition from@(#
to @Ç# can be observed in terms of 40 successive area fu
tions, spaced 0.0125 s apart. For each of the area func
within the @(Ç# transition, a frequency response function w
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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calculated~Sondhi and Schroeter, 1987!, and from it the first
three formant frequencies were determined with a pe
picking algorithm. Figure 11~e! shows the variation ofF1,
F2, andF3 over the time course of the vowel transition. Th
spacing between the first two formants is initially large f
the @(#. F2 then decreases by about 1 kHz in its transition
@Ç#, while F1 remains constant at 0.5 kHz, andF3 changes
only slightly.

The second column of Fig. 11 presents an analog
case, but with the mode coefficients set to approximate
transition from@Ä# to @É# @Fig. 11~b!# andmc(t) is set to zero
over the entire utterance. Figures 11~d! and~f! show the time
variation of the area function and formant frequencies,
spectively. Again, 40 successive area functions are plot
and the formant frequencies were determined from calc
tion of the frequency response of each area function. N
that the choice of a linearF1 –F2 trajectory@see Fig. 10~b!#
causes the cross-sectional area at and near the lips t
reduced prior to the formation of the midtract constriction f
the @É#.
3243Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model



FIG. 13. Area function simulation for
two VCVs. In the left column the
VCV is approximately@(#Ç#, and on
the right, @Ä#É#. The ordering of the
individual plots is identical to those in
Fig. 12.
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B. VCV simulations

Presented in the next six figures are cases in which
same two vowel substrates shown in Fig. 11 for@(Ç# and@ÄÉ#
were used, but the consonant tier~tier II! was also activated
by a nonzero time variation ofmc(t) to produce a VCV.
Parameters in tier II were set to approximate the conson
@!,#,%,Y,[# and @(#.

Shown in Fig. 12 are two cases where a consonant c
striction was imposed at the lips~section 44! with a cross-
sectional area of zero, and a range of 4 sections. The
course ofq1(t), q2(t), andmc(t) for each case is plotted in
Figs. 12~a! and ~b!. The variations of the mode coefficien
are the same as the previous case, butmc(t) now rises from
zero to 1.1 to activate the constriction, and then decrea
back to zero to release it. Whereas the choice to havemc(t)
reach its peak 0.25 s into the utterance was arbitrary for th
demonstrations, displacing the peak of the consonantal
variation to an earlier or later time point would likely crea
significant, and potentially interesting, changes in the f
mant frequency characteristics. In addition, if the goal w
3244 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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to match the formants to a specific production~recording! of
the utterance,mc(t) would likely need to follow some othe
time course as well.

The parameters displayed at the top of the area func
figures@Figs. 12~c! and~d!# were kept constant, and, with th
exception ofq1 andq2 , are the same values as those sho
in Table I for @!#. The resulting area functions are shown
Figs. 12~c! and ~d! and are essentially the same as those
Fig. 11, except in the region near the lip end, where
cross-sectional area is decreased to zero over a time pe
from approximately 0.2 to 0.27 s. Note thatmc(t) is greater
than zero from 0.1 to 0.4 s, but the vocal tract is occluded
only the period of time wheremc(t) is greater than or equa
to 1.

The effect of the constriction on the formant frequenc
can be seen in Figs. 12~e! and ~f!. The dashed lines indicat
formant variations for the VV transitions of the previou
case, whereas the solid lines show the time-varying form
frequencies with the presently imposed constriction. T
break in the time course of the formants occurs during
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model



FIG. 14. Area function simulation for
two VCVs. In the left column the
VCV is approximately@(%Ç#, and on
the right, @Ä%É#. The ordering of the
individual plots is identical to those in
Fig. 12.
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period of time in which the vocal tract was fully occluded b
the constriction. In both cases, the constriction perturbs
three formant frequencies downward just prior to the occ
sion, and upward after its release. Formant characteris
like these for a bilabial consonant are well known~Stevens,
1998! and the figures themselves are reminiscent of th
reported by O¨ hman~1966! for similar initial and final vow-
els.

Time-varying parameters for the next two cases@Figs.
13~a! and~b!#, appear similar to those in the previous figu
The exception is thatmc(t) rises to maximum value of 1.3
More significant, however, are the changes imposed on
constant parameters, where the constriction location is s
section 39, the range is set to 6 sections, and the skew
quotient has been increased to 1.1. These settings are rou
representative of an alveolar stop consonant~see Table I!.
The constriction can be seen in both time-varying area fu
tions @Figs. 13~c! and~d!# by following element 39 along the
time axis, where the occlusion begins at about 0.18 s an
released at 0.3 s. For the case in the left column~'@(#Ç#!, the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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constriction causesF1 to decrease by a small amount pri
to the vocal-tract occlusion and then it rises following t
release of the consonant. During the same time periodF2
andF3 both rise prior to the occlusion and then fall after it
released. The case in the right column~'@Ä#É#! generates the
same directions of formant frequency change, even tho
the underlying vowel transition is different.

Two simulations of a VCV with an approximation of
velar stop consonant are shown in Fig. 14. The time-vary
parameters are, again, nearly identical to the previous ca
but with a maximum value ofmc(t)51.2. The constriction
location is at section 32 with a range of 10 sections, and
skewing quotient is set to 1.5.~Note that in Table I,l c530
was specified for this consonant; in the two vowel conte
used for these demonstrations it was necessary to sel c

532 to produce formant transitions representative of a ve
consonant.! The time-varying area function in Fig. 14~c! in-
dicates the constriction forming along the time axis at sect
32; the occlusion is indicated by the arrow. In Fig. 14~d!, the
constriction is more difficult to see because the oral cav
3245Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model



FIG. 15. Area function simulation for
two VCVs. In the left column the
VCV is approximately@(YÇ#, and on
the right, @ÄYÉ#. The ordering of the
individual plots is identical to those in
Fig. 12.
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1.
portion of the vowel area function is expanded in the ea
stage of the utterance. Following section 32 along the t
axis, however, indicates a depression in the area function
occurs at about 0.19 s. Figure 14~e! shows the time-varying
characteristics ofF1, F2, andF3 for @(%Ç#, whereF1 and
F3 both fall prior to the occlusion and rise after its relea
F2 exhibits the opposite behavior, rising during the onse
the consonant and falling as it is released. The formant c
acteristics are similar for@Ä%É# @Fig. 14~f!#, at least in terms
of the direction of change for each formant.

The next two cases contain a constriction area tha
nonzero, representative of a fricative consonant. Tim
varying parameters are shown in Figs. 15~a! and ~b!. The
consonant magnitudemc(t) has a maximum value of 1, bu
becauseac50.05 cm2, the minimum area that is achieve
during the simulated utterance will be greater than zero.
constriction parameters are taken directly from Table I
the consonant@Y#. The formation of the constriction can b
seen along element 42 in the time-varying area function p
@Figs. 15~c! and ~d!#, and the corresponding formant fre
3246 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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quency patterns are displayed in Figs. 15~e! and~f!. Because
an occlusion does not occur during the time course of
two VCVs, the formant frequencies are continuous. In b
cases,F1 andF2 are perturbed downward in frequency du
ing the presence of the consonant, whereasF3 is barely af-
fected. Because the area function is not occluded in this c
the formant frequencies could be calculated over the en
utterance as shown in Figs. 15~e! and ~f!, but an actual pro-
duction of @Y# would be unvoiced and a spectrogram wou
show a discontinuity in the formant frequencies. The pres
‘‘simulation’’ of the VCV is only of the time-varying area
function and the resulting formant frequencies, not spe
itself. Hence, the appearance of formants is not affected
the presence or absence of voicing.

Area function simulations that included@[# and @(#, are
given in Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. The vowel substr
was either@(Ç# or @ÄÉ#, and each consonant requiretwo mag-
nitude functions@mc1(t) andmc2(t)] that, in this case, both
followed the same time course with a maximum value of
The constant parameters are those presented in Table II~for
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 16. Area function simulation for
two VCVs. In the left column the
VCV is approximately@([Ç#, and on
the right, @Ä[É#. The ordering of the
individual plots is identical to those in
Fig. 10. There are, however, two si
multaneous constrictions required t
produce the@ɹ#. They are each indi-
cated by the arrows and the paramete
are specified at the top of the plots i
~c! and ~d!.
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the ‘‘b’’ versions! and are shown at the top of the area fun
tion plots in each figure. The phonetic symbol@[# is used
here because the constriction function creates a time-var
utterance, rather than a sustainable sound such as@É#.

For the@[#, a depression in the time-varying area fun
tions @Figs. 16~c! and~d!# can be seen along the time axis
section 12, most significantly at time 0.25 s. Similarly, at t
same point in time, the second constriction can be obse
along the time axis of section 32. In either vowel substr
context, the primary effect of the constrictions on the f
mant frequencies@Figs. 16~e! and 15~f!# is to lower F3 by
almost 0.8 kHz to bring it momentarily to a value of abo
1.77 kHz. In addition, the constrictions perturbF2 upward in
frequency, whereasF1 is perturbed downward.

Area functions for the two simulations with@(# @Figs.
17~c! and ~d!# show a slight expansion along the time ax
for section 12, opposite of the constrictive effect imposed
the @[# on this same section. At section 40, the second c
striction can be seen to take effect during the same t
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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period as the first. In both vowel substrate contexts, the c
strictions displaceF3 upward in frequency, although the pa
tern of variation over time is different.

C. VCCV simulations

During speech production, two or more consonants m
occur consecutively in a cluster without an interveni
vowel. For example, in the word /2!((#/, multiple constric-
tions are rapidly formed and released prior to production
the vowel. Two area function simulations of a two-conson
cluster are presented in Fig. 18. The vowel substrates@Figs.
18~a! and ~b!# were again the same@(Ç# and @ÄÉ# transitions
used in all of the previous examples. The two intended c
sonants superimposed on the vowel substrates were, in
quence,@!# and @[#. Their production requires specificatio
of three constrictions, one for@!# and two for @[#, whose
parameters will be the same as those in Tables I and
respectively. The time variation of each constriction mag
3247Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 17. Area function simulation for
two VCV transitions. In the left col-
umn the VCV is approximately@((Ç#,
and on the right,@Ä(É#. The ordering of
the individual plots is identical to
those in Fig. 10. Like the previous fig
ure, there are two simultaneous con
strictions required to produce the@(#.
Again, they are each indicated by th
arrows and the parameters are spe
fied at the top of the plots in~c! and
~d!.
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tude is shown in Figs. 18~c! and ~d! ~these are identical fig
ures but were duplicated to maintain continuity along ea
column!. The magnitude for@!# ~solid line! becomes nonzero
at 0.08 s, rises to its peak of 1.1 at 0.19 s, and then decre
to zero at 0.33 s. The two constrictions for the@[# follow
exactly the same time course as each other, and are id
cally plotted as the dashed line in the figures. Their mag
tudes begin to rise at 0.13 s, which is just slightly delay
relative to the@!# magnitude. The peak occurs at 0.25 s a
the constrictions are completely released (mc25mc350) at
0.39 s.

The resulting time-varying area functions are shown
Figs. 18~e! and~f!, where the three arrows indicate the loc
tion and time of each constriction. As dictated by the tim
course of the constriction magnitudes, there is consider
temporal overlap of the consonants, creating more comp
coarticulation than in any of the previous cases. Specifica
the constrictions for the@[# begin to form during production
of the @!#, and are fully in place just shortly after the occl
sion is released.
3248 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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The formant frequencies for each case@Figs. 18~g! and
~h!# are perturbed downward by the@!# constriction, al-
though by different absolute amounts. In the@(Ç# context,F1
decreases by 0.25 kHz, whileF2 drops by 0.8 kHz. The
decrease inF1 for the @ÄÉ# context is more than 0.45 kHz
whereas the change inF2 is only 0.12 kHz. In both cases
F3 drops by about 0.2 kHz. At the point in time when the@!#
constriction is released, the vocal tract is nearly configure
produce the@[#, and in both cases, the third formants a
located at about 1.85 kHz and decrease as the@[# becomes
fully expressed in the area function. As the@[# constrictions
fade, all of the formants rise to their locations for the fin
vowel. Most notably isF3, which increases in both cases b
nearly 0.8 kHz.

D. VV simulations with vocal-tract length change

In this section, a vowel-to-vowel transition is simulate
with the area function model while localized changes to
vocal-tract length are simultaneously imposed. A transit
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 18. Area function simulation for
two VCCVs. In the left column the
VCCV is approximately@(![Ç#, and on
the right,@Ä![É#. Shown in descending
order are the time variations of mod
coefficientsq1(t) and q2(t) @~a! and
~b!#, and consonant magnitudes fo
mc1(t), mc2(t), and mc3(t) @~c! and
~d!#. Next are the time-varying area
functions@~e! and~f!#, where the three
constrictions imposed during the tim
course of this utterance are indicate
by arrows. Finally, the time-varying
formant frequencies are shown at th
bottom of the figure@~g! and ~h!#.
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from @(# to @Ç# was generated that had a duration of 0.5 s a
followed a time course dictated by the same mode coe
cients as in the previous cases. Length variations were
posed by havingpg(t) and pm(t) in Eqs.~11! and ~12! fol-
low the time courses shown in Fig. 19~a!. Initially, pg(t) was
set to20.5 cm to simulate a shortening at the glottal end
the vocal tract and then was increased to10.5 cm. Similarly,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
d
-
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f

at the lip endpm(t) was set to initially generate a 1-cm
decrease in length, followed by the same amount of incre
to lengthen the tract. Figure 19~b! shows the length of each
section~tubelet! over the time course of the utterance. Mo
of the 44 sections are maintained at a constant len
throughout, with the exception of the glottal end~near sec-
tion 1! and lip end~near section 44!, which are first short-
3249Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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FIG. 19. Area function simulation for
a VV transition with simultaneous
vocal-tract length change.~a! Time
course of the length change specifie
near the glottis bypg(t) and near the
lips by pm(t). ~b! Time-varying length
function @seeL( i ,t) in Eq. ~13!#. ~c!
Time-varying area function approxi-
mating a transition from@(# to @Ç# with
the length changes included. Thex
axis indicates the distance from th
middle of the vocal tract.~d! Time-
varying formant frequencies for condi
tions with the length changes impose
~solid line! and for constant vocal-trac
length ~dashed line!.

FIG. 20. Simulation of two VCVs
with a nasal consonant. The uppe
plots show the time course of the are
change at the lip section~sectionNvt)
~solid! and the nasal coupling are
anp , for ~a! @(&Ç# and~b! @Ä&É#. The
lower plots show the acoustic charac
teristics for each VCV.
3250 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005 Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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sal
ened and then lengthened over time. The resulting tim
varying area function is shown in Fig. 19~c!, where the view
angle has been set so that the length variations can be
served. Thex axis indicates the distance from the middle
the vocal tract, as was used in Fig. 6.

Formant frequencies were determined in the same m
ner as the previous simulations, except that the length va
tions were included in the calculations. Resulting tim
varying formants are plotted in Fig. 19~d!; for comparison,
the dashed lines represent formants calculated in the ca
constant length. In the initial 0.2 s of the utterance, the sh
ened tract creates an expected increase in all three form
At 0.24 s, bothpg(t) andpm(t) pass through zero, hence, th
formants at this point are the same as in the constant le
case. Aspg(t) and pm(t) increase, the three formants a
observed to decrease, as expected.

E. VCV simulations with a nasal consonant

The final two simulations were produced with the bil
bial nasal consonant@&# imposed on the same@(Ç# and@ÄÇ#
vowel contexts used in the previous examples. The con
nant parameters were set to be identical to those for the@(!Ç#
and@Ä!É# examples~see Fig. 12!, except that the nasal cou
pling areaanp was allowed to be nonzero so that sound co
be coupled to the nasal passages. The time variation ofanp is
shown in Figs. 20~a! and~b!, along with the area variation o
the lip termination section in the main vocal tract~i.e., area
of sectionNvt). The nasal coupling area begins to increa
from 0 cm2 prior to the occlusion of the vocal tract, an
remains nonzero until after the occlusion is released.
maximum area ofanp was equal to 0.1 cm2, but to show the
lip area on the same plot,anp was multiplied by 10. The
combined resonances of the vocal and nasal tracts, ove
time course of the two utterances, are shown in Figs. 2~c!
and~d!. At the beginning of both@(&Ç# and@Ä&É#, only the
vocal tract formants (F1, F2, andF3) are present. As soo
as anp becomes nonzero, resonances~poles! R1 and R2
emerge, along with a zero, labeledZ1 ~notation for the poles
and zero during the nasal consonant are the same a
Stevens, 1998!. During the time period when the lip sectio
is occluded~from 0.2 to 0.27 s!, R1 is approximately 0.4
kHz, R2 is 0.85 kHz, andZ1 is nearly 0.9 kHz. These ar
roughly in line with expected values for a bilabial nasal co
sonant~Stevens, 1998!.

V. DISCUSSION

The results presented in Secs. III and IV demonstr
that the four-tier parametric model is capable of produc
area functions representative of a wide variety of vowels
consonants, in both static and time-varying situations.
itself, the model could be used for studying the relation
tween the vocal-tract shape and formant frequencies.
separation of the input parameters for the vowel substr
consonant constriction~s!, length variation, and nasalizatio
allows for controlled studies of the effect of each tier alon
or simultaneously. Further, the ‘‘base structural componen
that were specified in Fig. 1 are the only part of the mo
that is speaker specific. Hence, as data like those give
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 5, May 2005
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Appendix A become available for additional speakers, th
could be used as the structural components, and the m
would represent a different speaker, at least with regard
the underlying physical structure.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the eventual goal
this type of modeling is not only to generate area functio
but to synthesize connected speech. That is, to create
acoustic waveform that would result from wave propagat
through the time-varying vocal tract. This requires coupli
computational models that simulate both the voice sou
and propagation of acoustic waves, with the parametric a
function model presented here that would specify the voc
tract shape at any specific point in time. This type of synt
sis could provide stimuli to test the effect of various voc
tract parameters on the perception of speech. For exam
the effect of constriction location on the identification of st
consonants could be tested by presenting to listeners, a s
of audio samples synthesized with successive changesl c

~cf. Li and Story, 2003!. Through such experiments a con
nection may be made between vocal-tract shape, acous
and perception, rather than just the latter two, which is ty
cal of many speech perception experiments@although this is
similar to Stevens’~1989! approach to speech production an
perception#.

At this point, there are still some significant limitation
of the area function model. In particular, specification of t
appropriate time course for the parameters is not well es
lished, especially for the parameters in tier II, III, and IV.
next step is to pursue studies that could result in deve
ment of mappings between model parameters and aco
characteristics, similar to that already developed for tie
~see Fig. 10!, but would include the parameters for constri
tion formation, length change, and nasalization. The prec
nature of the time variation of the model parameters is a
likely to be speaker specific. Hence, the development of s
mappings would need to be based on the speech of m
speakers.
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NOMENCLATURE Independent variables

Nvt number of x-sect. areas contained in the vocal-tr
area function

Nnt number of x-sect. areas contained in the nasal tr
area function

Nc number of consonantal functions
i index of x-sect areas in an area function of the vo

tract i 5@1,Nvt#
j index of x-sect areas in an area function of the na

tract j 5@1,Nnt#
k index of consonant superposition functionsk

5@1,Nc#
t time

Base structural components

V( i ) mean vocal-tract shape~diameter function!
3251Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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f1( i ),f2( i ) area functionmodes~basis functions!
L( i ) nominal ~default! length vector ~length of

each tubelet in an area function!
N( j ) nasal tract area function

Time-varying control parameters

q1(t),q2(t) amplitude coefficients for the basis function
l ck

(t) location~place! of thekth consonant constric
tion specified as distance from the glottis

ack
(t) minimum cross-sectional area of thekth con-

sonant constriction
r ck

(t) range of the kth consonant superpositio
function along the tract length

sck
(t) skewing quotient of consonant superpositi

function
mck

(t) magnitude~activation! of the consonant su
perposition function

pg(t) amount of length change at the ‘‘glottal’’ en
of the vocal tract

l g(t) location within the length vectorL( i ) where
the length changepg is centered

r g(t) range of the length changepg

pm(t) amount of length change at the ‘‘lip’’ end o
the vocal tract

l m(t) location within the length vectorL( i ) where
the length changepm is centered

r m(t) range of the length changepm

anp(t) cross-sectional area of nasal coupling port

Intermediate outputs

V( i ,t) time-varying vowel substrate
Ck( i ,t) kth time-varying consonantal overlay
a( i ,t) vocal tract length modification function fo

the ‘‘glottal’’ end
b( i ,t) vocal tract length modification function fo

the ‘‘lip’’ end

Final outputs

A( i ,t) composite vocal tract area function
L( i ,t) composite length~of each tubelet! function
X( i ,t) cumulative length function
An( j ,t) composite nasal tract area function

APPENDIX A: TIER I STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

The structural components for the vowel substrate
shown numerically in Table III. The first column is the inde
i, which denotes successive sections along the length o
vocal tract. Section 1 is located just above the glottis a
section 44 at the lips. The other three columns are the ne
diameter functionV( i ), and the two modes,f1( i ) and
f2( i ), that deform the vocal tract. When multiplied by th
corresponding mode and combined withV( i ) as specified in
Eq. ~3!, the coefficients in Table IV will produce area fun
tions representative of the indicated vowels.

These data were derived from the vowel area functi
reported in Story, Titze, and Hoffman~1996!. Each area
function was first normalized to the mean vocal-tract len
across the vowels, and then a principal components ana
~PCA! was applied to area function set. The ‘‘modes’’ are t
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TABLE III. Neutral diameter function and two modes that form the vow
substrate in tier I of the area function model.i is an index extending from
glottis to lips.

i v( i ) f1( i ) f2( i )

1 0.636 0.018 20.013
2 0.561 0.001 20.007
3 0.561 20.013 20.029
4 0.550 20.025 20.059
5 0.598 20.036 20.088
6 0.895 20.048 20.108
7 1.187 20.062 20.120
8 1.417 20.076 20.123
9 1.380 20.093 20.118

10 1.273 20.111 20.107
11 1.340 20.130 20.092
12 1.399 20.149 20.075
13 1.433 20.167 20.056
14 1.506 20.183 20.035
15 1.493 20.196 20.014
16 1.473 20.204 0.008
17 1.499 20.207 0.032
18 1.529 20.203 0.057
19 1.567 20.193 0.084
20 1.601 20.175 0.111
21 1.591 20.151 0.138
22 1.547 20.119 0.164
23 1.570 20.082 0.188
24 1.546 20.041 0.206
25 1.532 0.004 0.218
26 1.496 0.051 0.221
27 1.429 0.097 0.214
28 1.425 0.141 0.195
29 1.496 0.181 0.164
30 1.608 0.214 0.121
31 1.668 0.240 0.070
32 1.757 0.257 0.013
33 1.842 0.264 20.046
34 1.983 0.260 20.100
35 2.073 0.246 20.143
36 2.123 0.224 20.167
37 2.194 0.194 20.165
38 2.175 0.159 20.132
39 2.009 0.122 20.066
40 1.785 0.087 0.031
41 1.675 0.057 0.148
42 1.539 0.038 0.264
43 1.405 0.034 0.346
44 1.312 0.048 0.338

TABLE IV. Mode coefficients that reconstruct the indicated vowels wh
used with Eq.~3!.

Vowel q1 q2

{ 25.176 22.556
( 21.092 0.677
} 2.561 3.849
, 3.471 1.729
# 0.102 23.565
Ä 0.981 1.043
Å 0.331 2.315
* 0.128 1.356
Ç 20.493 21.910
É 22.685 22.065
Brad H. Story: A parametric vocal-tract model
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two most significant components~in terms of the explained
variance! resulting from the PCA~Story and Titze, 1998!.

APPENDIX B: AREA FUNCTIONS FOR FRICATIVE
CONSONANTS

Four fricative area functions are provided in Table
These were derived from image sets obtained with magn
resonance imaging~MRI!. These images were collected
the same time as those reported in Storyet al. ~1996!, but
were not published. The image analysis and determinatio
the area function were carried out using exactly the sa
techniques as the previous study. A problem is that the
ages were acquired in the axial plane. Hence, the deta
structure of the constricted air channels were not well
fined, as they may have been with, say, a coronal imag

TABLE V. Area functions for the fricative consonants@), Y, 2, b#. i is an
index that numbers cross-sectional areas from glottis to lips. The last
indicates the length of each tubelet within the area function.

i ) Y 2 b

1 0.37 0.39 0.47 0.49
2 0.32 0.40 0.47 0.49
3 0.65 0.76 0.54 0.63
4 1.22 0.71 0.68 0.64
5 1.46 1.10 0.94 0.83
6 1.43 1.50 2.23 2.26
7 1.34 1.34 2.18 2.51
8 1.32 1.23 2.39 2.53
9 1.84 1.15 2.17 2.77

10 2.55 1.34 1.95 2.85
11 2.21 1.72 2.12 3.11
12 2.16 1.65 2.19 3.42
13 2.09 1.52 2.61 3.31
14 1.82 1.50 3.08 3.69
15 2.01 1.32 2.51 3.54
16 1.95 1.42 2.32 3.74
17 1.91 1.49 2.70 4.18
18 1.77 1.49 2.65 4.56
19 1.88 1.94 3.21 4.98
20 2.40 2.41 3.71 5.23
21 2.04 2.29 3.72 5.18
22 1.87 2.37 4.14 5.80
23 2.13 2.99 4.58 5.67
24 2.05 3.09 4.63 4.82
25 1.65 2.98 4.32 4.39
26 1.05 2.75 4.38 3.82
27 0.64 2.82 4.21 2.89
28 0.52 2.96 4.52 2.48
29 0.45 2.95 4.53 1.81
30 0.45 3.13 4.40 1.38
31 0.29 3.24 3.98 0.98
32 0.24 3.13 3.78 0.57
33 0.16 3.36 3.52 0.45
34 0.21 3.43 3.20 0.34
35 1.04 3.21 2.77 0.03
36 1.88 3.08 2.16 0.00
37 2.27 2.82 1.53 0.00
38 2.00 2.39 1.03 0.00
39 1.93 1.75 0.60 0.34
40 1.89 0.90 0.26 2.13
41 1.31 0.09 0.11 1.96
42 0.83 0.00 0.15 1.24
43 0.33 0.09 0.24 0.76
44 0.11 0.22 0.06 0.33
D 0.361 0.356 0.353 0.377
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plane ~e.g., Narayanet al., 1995!. Thus, they are not ad
equate to provide information for aerodynamic modeling
turbulence generation~Shadle, 1991; Sinder, 1999!, but they
do indicate the types of shape information needed for
present area function model.

1The term ‘‘tiers’’ is used to denote multiple levels of area function contr
This is similar, but not identical, to the use of the term by Browman a
Goldstein~1990!.

2Representation of an area function by 44 elements is not a requireme
the general structure of the model. The number derives from the app
mate spatial resolution obtained in MRI-based reconstructions of vo
tract shape~Storyet al., 1996!. It is also convenient to use 44 elements f
simulating speech with acoustic waveguide models because it allows
sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz when the tract length is approxima
17.5 cm~typical adult male!. The formulation of the model, however, i
general enough that area functions with any number of elements ca
produced.

3The symbolV is used as amathematicalvariable describing the ‘‘neutral’’
diameter function. It should not be confused with the rarely usedphonetic
symbol @V# for a midback rounded vowel~Pullum and Ladusaw, 1996!.

4It is acknowledged that the details of fricative sound production will not
adequately modeled by a simple constriction of the type proposed h
Rather, it is assumed that a model of turbulent noise generation~e.g.,
Narayanan, 1995; Sinder, 1999! could be inserted just downstream of th
point of minimum area.

5For the set of male vocal-tract data used in this paper,D50.396 825 cm.
Combined with a 44-section area function, the vocal-tract length will
17.46 cm. It is not suggested that this level of accuracy is required for
tubelet length. Rather, this number originates from the particu
type of wave propagation algorithm used by author to synthes
speech~Liljencrants, 1985; Story, 1995!, where D5speed of sound(c)/2
3 sampling frequency (Fs). Choosing c535 000 cm/s and
Fs544 100 Hz,D50.396 825.
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